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1. Background
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Background

Semantic search (R. Guha, WWW 2003)

Semantic Web + Search Engine

finds out the internal knowledge in Knowledge Base 
(KB) to improve the search results gained by current 
search engines 
evolves to next generation of search engines built on 
Semantic Web

Two types of search

searching the current Internet
searching the Semantic Web portals
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2. Related Work
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Related Work-Tap
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Tap
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Related Work

Swoogle is a prototype system of information 
retrieval (IR). The search results are physical 
documents on Semantic Web (such as RDF and 
OWL files). 

It has not used the semantic structure information in 
documents. 

Turing center in the University of Washington 
develops the system KnowItAll to extract the 
information on the Web. 

Its long-term aim is to replace the search engine by 
information extraction. 
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Existing Problems

What is the semantic search engine based on 
classical ontology cannot do?

Limits of classical ontology

How to build semantic search on traditional 
Web?

What about the type-1 fuzzy DL named FALC?
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Our Solution

Type-2 fuzzy ALC
type-2 fuzzy ALC use an interval to show the 
membership, which can describe imprecise 
knowledge much better than type-1 fuzzy ALC . 

Semantic search engine based on type-2 
fuzzy ontology

type-2 fuzzy ontology can improve the precision of 
the semantic search engine. 
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3. Basic Concepts
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DL : TBox & ABox

TBox is the vocabulary of a DL system in an 
application domain. It contains the 
terminologies to define the real world. 

ABox contains assertions about named 
individuals in terms of this vocabulary. It  
describes the instances in the world.
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ALC

ALC concepts and roles are built as follows:Use letter A for the 
set of atomic concepts, C for the set of complex concept 
defined by descriptions and R for the set of roles. 
Starting with: (1) A, B∈ A (2) C, D∈ C and (3) R∈ R. 
The concept terms in TBox can be defined with the format as 

following inductively: C ⊑ f (A, B, R, ⊓, ⊔, ∀, ∃, ⊥, ⊤) (partial 

definition) and C ≡ f (A, B, R, ⊓, ⊔, ∀, ∃, ⊥, ⊤) (full 
definition). 

⊥ and ⊤ are two special atomic concepts named “bottom 
concept” and “universe concept”. 
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FALC (Type-1 fuzzy ALC)

As same as classic ALC, A, C and R are 
defined as the set of atomic fuzzy concepts, 
complex fuzzy concepts, and fuzzy roles in 
FALC. 
It is easy to prove that C ⊓ D, C ⊔ D, ¬C, 
∀R.C and ∃R.C are also fuzzy concept. 
The fuzzy interpretation in FALC is a pair I 
=(∆I, ·I), and ·I is an interpretation function 
mapping fuzzy concept and role into a 
membership degree function CI =∆I →[0,1] 
and RI =∆I ×∆I →[0,1]. 
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FALC  syntax and semantics
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4. Type-2 Fuzzy ALC
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Type-2 Fuzzy Sets

Different from the type-1 fuzzy sets, type-2 
fuzzy sets use an interval to show the 
membership. 
We denote the membership in type-2 fuzzy 
sets with     instead of     in type-1 fuzzy 
sets: 
We call       and       the primary 
membership and secondary membership, 
and x is an instance in the fuzzy sets U 
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Triangular Norms

We call the interpretation I triangular norm if it 
satisfies the conditions:

I (0,0)=0, I (1,1)=1

a ≤ c, b ≤d ⇒ I(a, b) ≤ I(c, d)

I (a, b)= I (b, a)

I (I (a, b), c)= I (a, I (b, c))

The triangular norm is named T norm if I (a, 1)=a 
(a∈ [0,1]). The corresponding name of triangular 
norm is S when I(0,a)= a (a∈ [0,1]) 
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Imprecise Axioms in Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

Bird[0.9,0.95]≡ Animal ⊓ FlyingObject
the atomic concepts can be divided into two sets, the 
name symbols NT that occur on the left-hand side of 
some axiom and the base symbols BT that occur only 
on the right-hand side of axioms.
It is certainly that the BT exist in the DL system, but the 
NT are not.
Meat-eatingBird≡ Bird[0.9,0.95] ⊓ Meat-eatingObject
How to calculate the fuzzy interval of Meat-eatingBird?
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Imprecise Axioms in Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

Triangular norms(T2 and S2 ): T(a,b) = 
ab/[1+(1-a)(1-b)], S(a,b) =(a+b)/(1+ab)

(Meat-eatingBird)= (0.9×1)/[1+(1-
1)(1-0.9)] = 0.9. 

(Meat-eatingBird)= (0.95×1)/[1+(1-
1)(1-0.95)] = 0.95. 

The membership of atomic concept 
Meat-eatingBird is in scope [0.9,0.95]. 

Lµ

Uµ
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The Syntax and Semantics of Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

Full existential 
quantification

Value restriction

Negation

⊔⊔Disjunction

⊓⊓Conjunction

Atomic Role

Atomic Concept

Φ⊥Bottom (Nothing)

∆I⊤Top (Universe)

SemanticsSyntaxConstructor

],[ baA II
baA ∆⊆],[

],[ baR III
baR ∆×∆⊆],[

],[ baC ],[ dcD

],[ dcD],[ baC

],[ baC¬

],[],[ . dcba CR∀

],[],[ . dcba CR∃

C( I
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The Syntax and Semantics of Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

The fuzzy interpretation in type-2 fuzzy ALC is a 
pair I = (∆I, ·I), and ·I is an interpretation function 
that map fuzzy concept and role into a 
membership degree interval: CI =∆I→[a, b] and 
RI =∆I×∆I→[a, b], and a, b must satisfy  0≤
a≤ b≤ 1. 
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The Syntax and Semantics of Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

The interpretation  of type-2 fuzzy ALC must satisfy the next 
equations: for all d∈ ∆I

⊤I (d)= [1,1]

⊥I (d)= [0,0]

C I (d)= [(C(d)),(C(d))]

(C ⊓ D) I (d)= [T {(C(d)), (D(d))}, T {(C(d)),(D(d))}]

(C ⊔ D) I (d)= [S {(C(d)), (D(d))}, S {(C(d)),(D(d))}]

¬C I (d)=[ 1- (C(d)), 1-(C(d)) ] 

(∀R.C)I(d)=infd’∈∆I [S{1-(R(d,d’)),(C(d’))},S{1-
(R(d,d’)),(C(d’))}]

(∃R.C)I (d)=supd’ ∈∆I [T {(R(d, d’)),(C(d’))},T {(R(d, 
d’)),(C(d’))}]
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Type-2 fuzzy OWL

There are some differences between OWL and type-2 fuzzy OWL in the 
abstract syntax of “Description” and “Fact” in type-2 fuzzy OWL, which are 
proposed as following:
Description ::= ‘classID (’ [ classID ] {‘fuzzy:LowerDegree(’
Lowerdegree‘)’}{‘fuzzy:UpperDegree(’ Upperdegree‘)’}‘(’
Lowerdegree Upperdegree‘)’‘)’
|restriction|‘unionOf (’ {description } ‘)’ |‘intersectionOf (’
{description } ‘)’
|‘complementOf (’ { description } ‘)’
|‘one of (’ { individualID } ‘)’
Fact :: = Individual
Individual :: = ‘Individual (’ [ individualID ] { annotation } { ‘type 
( ’type‘ )’ {‘fuzzy:LowerDegree(’
Lowerdegree‘)’}{‘fuzzy:UpperDegree(’ Upperdegree‘)’} ‘ }’ ‘(’
Lowerdegree Upperdegree‘)’‘)’
Luwerdegree ::= degree
Upperdegree ::= degree
degree ::= ‘degree(’ real-number-between-0-and-1-inclusive‘)’
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Reasoning in Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

Tableau algorithms 
Tableau algorithms are the most famous 
and basal algorithms in DL reasoning. 
Tableau algorithms use negation to 
reduce subsumption to (un)satisfiability
of concept descriptions instead of testing 
subsumption of concept descriptions 
directly: C ⊑ D iff ¬ C ⊓ D=⊥. We can 
check whether the concept is 
unsatisfiable with those algorithms.
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Reasoning in Type-2 Fuzzy ALC

Type-2 fuzzy tableau algorithms 
5 rules:⋂-rule,⊓-rule,⊔-rule,∃-rule,∀-rule

the process of tableau will stop when anyone of 
following conditions is established: 

Any obvious clash (⊥(x), ( C⊓¬C )(x), etc.) is found 
in process of algorithm.
All rules (⊓-rule, etc.) have been executed.  
Any fuzzy clash (C[0 ,0] (x)=[c, d],C[a ,b] (x)=[c, 
d], C[c ,d] (x)=[a, b]with a≤ b≤ TL , C [a ,b] (x) 
and C [c ,d] (x)with the intervals [a, b] and [c, d]do
not overlap )happened in process of algorithm.   

Complexity of type-2 fuzzy tableau algorithms 
O(2n) (n is the number of atomic concepts 
describing complex concept C)
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5. The Semantic Search Engine Based on 
Type-2 Fuzzy Ontology
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Architecture of Type-2 Fuzzy Semantic Search Engine

User

Type-2 Fuzzy
Ontology
Analyzer

Type-2 Fuzzy
Ontology Questioner /

Answerer

KeyWords
Generator

Search
Engine

Fuzzy
KeyWords Individuals KeyWords

Results

Results in
ontology

Semantic
Query

Type-2 Fuzzy
Ontology

Domain
Index
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Experiments and Analysis(1)
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Experiments and Analysis(2)
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Conclusions and Future Work

Type-2 fuzzy ALCN, SHOIN(D)

Ontology explainer based on Type-2 fuzzy 
DL

Ontology reasoner based on Type-2 fuzzy 
DL
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